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“A born coach and mentor. Marie effortlessly manages 
complex environments with highly advanced communication 

skills and diplomacy. Creative, dedicated and 
can be counted on.”

Clare Lowrie.

Marie Gardom  
Location: United Kingdom.

Languages:  English.

All the expertise: Coach, Trainer, Facilitator.

My best story
“In my work, the hardest thing about what I do, is explaining what I do.”

Overview
Marie has ten years’ experience of training, facilitating and coaching in global organisations.  
The heart of her work is developing people through a blend of coaching, psychometrics and training.  
Her more recent work includes developing a senior leadership programme for the British Council 
which incorporated coaching as a core development tool.

Areas of Expertise
• Leading change • Presentation skills • Negotiation skills • Mentoring programme • New leader 
transition • MBTI team building and individual coaching

Licence to Practice
Marie has taught and coached on topics ranging from yoga to leadership and communication skills.  
Prior to her coaching career, she worked for the Ministry of Defence including USAFE (United 
States Air Force in Europe) and the Service Attaché & Advisors Section, before branching out into in 
publishing and large scale corporate conferences. 
Marie then moved to Rio Tinto as a learning partner, responsible for curriculum design and delivery. 
Proven to be adept at thriving in a matrix organisation by developing strong relationships across 
multiple projects, Marie maintains an acute awareness of trends, and joins the dots to leverage 
available knowledge and resources. 

Within her own coaching practice Marie balances corporate clients with a range of creatives and 
small businesses. Marie’s coaching practice will often explore the clients’ own story, the language 
they use and how they can harness it to overcome obstacles and inspire change. 

• ILM Coaching Certificate
• BPS Level A & B
• MBTI, 16PF, SHL, NEO PI-R, T

Satisfied clients, include
Rio Tinto, British Council, Yell, Indieberries, mycreative, madebymolu .

Three words that describe me

  Creative  |   Intuitive   |   Provocative   


